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Screened-in decks, porches, and patios are not only trendy and pleasant, they offer multiple
benefits to homeowners.
Pest Defense
Being outside signifies sharing your place with bugs, birds, and wildlife. Nap instances are
interrupted by buzzing mosquitoes, meals are invested shooing away flies, and bigger wildlife
like squirrels and raccoons may possibly pop in for an uninvited check out! You are able to
escape each one of these nuisances by heading inside of but then you definitely wouldn�t be
capable to enjoy the weather along with the soothing serene from the outdoor. Screened-in
buildings will preserve you and your family and friends secure from pesky (and possibly
ailment carrying) mosquitoes, flies, and bigger wildlife anytime of the day or night.

Deck Builders Marietta
Extra Protection and Privacy
A screened-in framework will hold you protected and dry in the course of a pop-up shower and
hold kids and pets secured from unsafe stairways. Whilst they are able to still be witnessed
through, mesh screens offer you a degree of privacy out of your neighbors and people passing
by.
Calendar year Round Use
A lot of decks, porches, and patios are deserted throughout the winter season months, but a
screened-in structure could be modified to accommodate yr spherical use. Do not concern
yourself with protecting or packing away your porch home furniture in the winter. Simply
include some heaters, a wooden burning stove, or possibly a fire and you also can appreciate
your wintertime wonderland in comfort. When the temperatures soar while in the summer time,
you'll be able to relax inside the shade of the screened-in structure. Incorporate a ceiling
admirer and you�ll by no means really need to hold out for any summer season breeze.
Prolong Your Residing Space
Screened-in decks, porches, and patios enable in your case to achieve additional dwelling
area. The enclosed area supplies all of the comforts of the indoor atmosphere whilst you can
nevertheless benefit from the wonderful outside. With plenty of area for dining and soothing,
you can customize your outside dwelling place with lights, fans, televisions, and audio
systems that do not need to be transported in and out each time you entertain or want to
unwind.
Boost Your Home�s Control Charm and Worth
A screened-in deck, porch, or patio is one of the greatest investments you can make when
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remodeling your house. It'll increase the general worth of your place and suppress charm, and
also give many years of recollections in your case and also your family members.
Regardless if you are seeking to transform an existing structure right into a screened-in spot or
you�re seeking to make a new screened-in deck, porch, or patio; contact the professionals at
Atlanta Porch & Patio today!


